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Abstract. In a previous study, we investigated physical methods to
reduce whole-body, diet-related autofluorescence interference in sev-
eral mouse strains through changes in animal diet. Measurements of
mice with an in vivo multispectral imaging system over a 21-day
period allowed for the quantification of concentration changes in
multiple in vivo fluorophores. To be an effective instrument, a multi-
spectral imaging system requires a priori spectral knowledge, the form
and importance of which is not necessarily intuitive, particularly
when noninvasive in vivo longitudinal imaging studies are performed.
Using an optimized spectral library from a previous autofluorescence-
reduction study as a model, we investigated two additional spectral
definition techniques to illustrate the results of poor spectral definition
in a longitudinal fluorescence imaging study. Here we systematically
evaluate these results and show how poor spectral definition can lead
to physiologically irrelevant results. This study concludes that the
proper selection of robust spectra corresponding to each specific fluo-
rescent molecular label of interest is of integral importance to enable
effective use of multispectral imaging techniques in longitudinal fluo-
rescence studies. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
s more potential drugs make it through the drug discovery
ipeline to the clinic, the challenge of successfully navigating
ew compounds from bench to bedside becomes more diffi-
ult, regularly requiring many years and enormous
xpenditures.1–3 New technological advances that shorten the
ime required for and cut the costs of drug discovery are being
apidly integrated into the drug discovery process. The mo-
ecular biology revolution of the early 1990s brought the con-
ept of target-specific therapy; following the identification of
pecific chemical mechanisms that control the progression of

disease, drug compounds can be developed to directly
odulate pathways.3,4

One of the more recent technological advances with great
otential to influence drug discovery is fluorescence molecu-
ar imaging, the use of modern fluorescence imaging tech-
iques to noninvasively monitor molecular events in vivo.5

ombined with the insights of molecular biology, molecular
maging has had its greatest impact thus far in the preclinical
esting and verification phases of the drug discovery pipeline.6

n addition to providing the capability to perform longitudinal
tudies on the same animal, allowing each animal to act as its
wn control, fluorescence molecular imaging techniques can
imultaneously exploit a wide range of currently available
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fluorophores to study multiple disease readouts throughout a
longitudinal study with minimal or no modification of a given
disease model’s innate physiology.7 In vivo longitudinal stud-
ies probing drug specificity, efficacy, toxicity, and disease pro-
gression over several weeks can be performed using multi-
plexed fluorophores.8

Multiplexing provides additional readouts that would be
difficult to acquire using other common optical imaging-based
experimental techniques. For instance, both bioluminescence
imaging9,10 and optical coherence tomography �OCT�11 are
typically limited to a single mode of contrast. In addition,
studies employing traditional histological techniques using
highly specific fluorophores tend to be time-consuming, re-
quire large groups of animals, and are normally limited in the
number of study readouts that can be obtained from a single
sample. The strong push for multiplexed assays in vivo is
based on the emergence of destructive technologies that pro-
vide multiple readouts from a limited amount of material.
Gene and protein array technologies �genomics and proteom-
ics� have enabled researchers to realize a wealth of new in-
formation related to patterns of gene alterations and expres-
sion. Unfortunately, these data are typically generated from
homogenized tissue samples and do not maintain any refer-
ence to the morphology or spatial context of gene expression.
Similarly, for isolated cells, flow cytometry has been ex-
tremely useful for looking at the expression of multiple mark-
ers. Multispectral imaging methods, in both microscopic and
1083-3668/2007/12�5�/051601/11/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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n vivo imaging can allow the simultaneous visualization and
uantization of multiple markers while also retaining the spa-
ial relationships among them.12

Even with these experimental strengths, fluorescence mo-
ecular imaging has not yet proven itself to be the panacea

any researchers would like it to be. Highly specific targeted
robes exist, but in vivo they are often masked by autofluo-
escence or emit such low levels of light that make adequate
etection of their fluorescent signal tenuous at best.13 In vivo
utofluorescence is commonly defined as unwanted fluores-
ence emission from unlabeled sources, such as collagen,
lastin, and beta carotene, and/or oils, pigments, and proteins
rom ingested food. In vivo autofluorescence is a whole-body
ffect that cannot be completely removed through physical
eans. Earlier studies have indicated that the food-related

omponent of in vivo autofluorescence could potentially be
educed through changes in diet.14 Even without interference
rom tissue autofluorescence, the multiplexing of exogenous
uorophores offers a great deal of experimental flexibility, but

t is frequently difficult, if not impossible, to separate multiple
mission spectra using traditional, barrier-type optical filters
ue to the close spectral overlap of many common
uorophores.12 Three-dimensional �3D� tomographic fluores-
ence molecular imaging techniques can provide a wealth of
patial information but often require large amounts of time for
ata acquisition and analysis, suffer from the interference of
utofluorescence, and impose unwelcome experimental con-
traints in longitudinal drug studies that routinely employ
elatively large groups of animals �n�20� over multiweek
eriods. Also, some 3D tomographic imaging techniques
lace considerable strain on a disease model’s physiology dur-
ng data acquisition �i.e., length of time under anesthesia�,
otentially altering the results of a drug study. Two-
imensional �2D� planar fluorescence imaging techniques that
lace little to no strain on a disease model’s physiology during
ata acquisition have become preferred in many drug discov-
ry laboratories due to their relatively high-throughput data
cquisition and simple, rapid data analyses.9 Experimental
nd commercially available planar multispectral imaging sys-
ems have been developed to address the common problems
ncountered in in vivo fluorescence molecular imaging.13,15–18

athematical separation of autofluorescence from the fluoro-
hore�s� of interest via spectral unmixing increases the sensi-
ivity of the measurement in a manner not possible physically
nd greatly improves the quantitative aspects of the data by
roviding single and composite quantitative images of the
patial distribution of fluorophore concentrations in vivo. The
athematical techniques for spectral unmixing are similar to

hose well known in the nonimaging spectroscopy community
nd typically rely on least-squares fitting algorithms with con-
traints such as nonnegativity of components.19–22

Multispectral imaging techniques require a certain amount
f a priori spectral knowledge, the form and importance of
hich is not necessarily intuitive, to be effective instruments

n longitudinal studies. Algorithms employed to determine
pure” spectral components require previous knowledge of at
east one pure spectrum, typically autofluorescence detected at
he surface of an animal in an in vivo study. Provided an
ppropriate algorithm, experiments employing exogenous
uorophores can find the required a priori spectral knowledge

ather simply. Exogenous fluorophore spectra can be calcu-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-
lated from a background autofluorescence spectrum sampled
from a control animal and a mixed fluorescence spectrum
sampled from appropriate regions of a fluorescently labeled
animal using a scaled subtraction algorithm, because multi-
plexed spectral intensity values combine linearly. Experi-
ments employing poorly defined exogenous fluorophores, or
lacking exogenous fluorophores all together, require robust
spectral definition of the physiological components of interest
to be effective.

Recently, we completed a study investigating physical
methods to reduce whole-body autofluorescence in several
mouse strains through changes in animal diet. The study
tracked the effect on skin autofluorescence intensity caused by
changing the diets of three common strains of laboratory mice
from a standard fluorescent chow diet containing chlorophyll
to one of four weakly fluorescent, chlorophyll-free diets. Con-
centration changes in skin autofluorescence and food-related
�chlorophyll� fluorescence in the gut were tracked over a
21-day period using the CRi Maestro, a commercially avail-
able planar multispectral imaging system. It was found that an
effective longitudinal study was not possible without robust
spectral definition of skin autofluorescence. Chlorophyll fluo-
rescence did not remain confined to the digestive system as
one might initially assume. Surprisingly, fluorescence related
to chlorophyll in a standard murine chow, or at least fluores-
cence with the same spectrum as the standard murine chow
found in the gut, appeared to be present not only in the gut but
also across the entire surface of the animal, complicating a
robust spectral definition of skin autofluorescence.23

We are currently unaware of any previous report that sys-
tematically investigated the physiological relevance of results
obtained when varying the defined component spectra in an in
vivo multispectral imaging study. This report investigates po-
tential errors resulting from differing spectral definitions and
illustrates how to recognize and avoid them. Here we present
the experimental methods and results of three investigated
spectral definition techniques. The third technique described
herein is the technique most capable of producing robust re-
sults within the constraints of the autofluorescence-reduction
study’s design. The other two otherwise-intuitive spectral
definition techniques were investigated to provide compari-
sons to the robust technique and examples of the results pro-
duced by poor spectral definition.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Autofluorescence-Reduction Study
Eight male mice from three strains, CD-1, C57BL/6, and Hsu
nu/nu, were imaged before �Standard Chow—“Baseline”�,
during �Chlorophyll Free—“No Glow”�, and after �Return to
Standard Chow—“Return”� being fed Harlan Teklad’s
chlorophyll-free purified diet, TD97184 �Fig. 1�. The standard
chow was Purina’s Lab Diets #5053. The baseline phase
lasted 6 days, the no-glow phase lasted 14 days, and the re-
turn phase lasted 7 days. Multispectral image cubes were cap-
tured with a CRi Maestro In Vivo Imaging System �Woburn,
Massachusetts�. Ventral images were taken throughout the
study with the abdomens of the C57BL/6 and CD-1 strains
depilated to remove highly absorbing, fluorescing, and scat-
tering hair with a Phillips Norelco™ electric shaver �Phillips,

New York City, New York� and/or Nair™ hair removal cream

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�2
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Church and Dwight Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey�.
hanges in the concentration of chlorophyll fluorescence lo-
alized in the gut and skin autofluorescence away from the gut
ere tracked using the spectral unmixing algorithm and re-
ion of interest �ROI� measurements in the Maestro software.
nimal handling and care was conducted in accordance with

he Animal Care and Use Committee �ACUC� at the Novartis
nstitutes for BioMedical Research, Inc. in Cambridge, Mas-
achusetts. All data presented herein was acquired from one
train, C57BL/6, to simplify the analysis.

.2 Spectral Definition Techniques
erein, the term “skin autofluorescence” is used to describe
uorescence emitted from endogenous murine fluorophores
resent in the skin, and “chlorophyll fluorescence” is used to
escribe fluorescence associated with the digested derivatives
f standard alfalfa-containing rodent chow, of which chloro-
hyll and its derivatives are the most significant fluorescent
omponent.14,24 The intensity and spectral shape of chloro-
hyll fluorescence is highly dependent on the chemical con-
ent of the chosen chlorophyll-containing diet. In the
utofluorescence-reduction study, the intensity of chlorophyll
uorescence appeared strongest from the skin above the di-
estive system �gut� due to the direct fluorescence emitted by
hlorophyll-related components in the digestive system while
weaker signal with an identical spectral signature was de-

ectable across the entire surface of the animal, with local
ccumulations on the snout and paws, in the bladder, and on
he base of the tail �see chlorophyll fluorescence component

ig. 1 Skin autofluorescence reduction study outline. Six days of
aseline imaging while on a standard chow diet �Purina, Lab Diets
053� were followed by 11 days on a no-glow chlorophyll-free puri-
ed diet �Harlan Teklad, TK97184�. Seven days of return-to-standard-
how imaging completed the study. Imaging days are shown at right
f the study timeline with sample raw multispectral image cubes of
57BL/6 mice shown on the left. The small subset of data from 2 days
ithin each phase of the study presented herein is representative of

he time-dependent behavior of the more densely sampled time
ourse.
mage, day 7, Fig. 6�. “Mixed fluorescence” is used to de-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-
scribe the whole-body, spectrally mixed signal of skin
autofluorescence and chlorophyll fluorescence. All experi-
mentally sampled spectra were averaged across two animals
using the Maestro software.

Three spectral definition techniques were investigated, the
first two of which were selected for comparison to the third’s
robust spectral definition. The first comparison technique
�technique 1� sampled skin autofluorescence from the tail and
chlorophyll fluorescence over the gut of animals in the base-
line phase, effectively characterizing chlorophyll fluorescence
as mixed fluorescence �blue and green lines, respectively, Fig.
2�a�; resulting spectra Fig. 3�a��. This technique did not per-
form a spectral calculation to determine the pure shapes of the
defined spectra. This spectral definition technique suffers
from the lack of a signature, or pure spectrum, for the chlo-
rophyll fluorescence component.

The second spectral definition technique for comparison
averaged skin autofluorescence spectra sampled from the tail
of animals in the baseline phase �blue line, Fig. 2�b��. This

Fig. 2 Sampling locations differed spatiotemporally across the three
investigated spectral definition techniques. �a� Technique 1 sampled
skin autofluorescence from the tail and chlorophyll fluorescence from
the gut on a baseline day. This technique did not perform a spectral
calculation to determine the pure shapes of the defined spectra. �b�
Technique 2 sampled skin autofluorescence from the tail and mixed
fluorescence from the gut on a baseline day. The skin autofluores-
cence spectrum was subtracted from the mixed fluorescence spec-
trum, resulting in a pure chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum. �c� Tech-
nique 3 achieved robust spectral definition by measuring skin
autofluorescence from the upper abdominal region on the 11th day on
a chlorophyll-free diet �c1� and a mixed fluorescence spectrum from
the gut on a baseline day �c2�. The skin autofluorescence spectrum
was subtracted from the mixed fluorescence spectrum, resulting in a
pure chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum. All experimentally sampled
spectra were averaged across two animals using the imaging system’s
standard software.
region did not show strong chlorophyll fluorescence during

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�3
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aseline days. A mixed fluorescence spectrum was sampled
rom the gut region of animals in the baseline phase �yellow
ine, Fig. 2�b��. The skin autofluorescence spectrum was sub-
racted from the mixed spectrum resulting in a pure chloro-
hyll fluorescence spectrum �Fig. 3�b��. However, because the
ail of the animal has a slightly different skin autofluorescence
pectrum than the skin itself and chlorophyll fluorescence was
hown to be present in small concentrations on the tail during
aseline, this method is likely to be suboptimal.

The robust spectral definition technique utilized in this
tudy sampled skin autofluorescence spectra from the depil-
ted upper abdominal region of animals that had been on a
hlorophyll-free diet for 11 days �blue line, Fig. 2�c1�� and

ig. 3 Skin autofluorescence, chlorophyll fluorescence spectra, and
obust spectral definition produces the most physiologically relevant
logically implausible results. �a� Technique 1 results in unmixed ski
ut, which is contrary to the expectation that the fluorophores presum
kin. The chlorophyll fluorescence component image shows strong flu
nmixed chlorophyll fluorescence and strong skin autofluorescence c
ion of the two component spectra. The relative strengths of the spectra
uorescence spectrum and its close overlap with the peak of the skin
escence results in the expected ratio between the spectral compone
patial distributions of the two spectral components. Images have bee
elative spatial distributions.
ixed fluorescence spectra from the gut region of animals in

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-
the baseline phase �yellow line, Fig. 2�c2��. The skin auto-
fluorescence spectrum from the depilated upper abdominal
area was subtracted from the mixed spectrum resulting in a
pure chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum that proved itself to
be superior to the comparable spectra resulting from tech-
niques 1 and 2 �Fig. 3�c��.

2.3 Imaging Methods
All of the data presented herein was acquired using the yellow
Maestro filter set, which employs a 575 to 605 nm excitation
filter and a 645 nm longpass emission filter, with spectral
imaging data collected in 10 nm steps between 630 and

ponding unmixed spectral component images from a baseline day.
, while the two comparison techniques are shown to produce physi-
uorescence component images exhibiting zero concentration in the

cause skin autofluorescence are uniformly distributed throughout the
nce localized to the gut, as expected. �b� Technique 2 results in weak
rations indicating that this technique results in a poor spectral defini-
sities are likely due to the uncommonly sharp shape of the chlorophyll
uorescence spectrum. �c� Robust spectral definition of skin autofluo-
centrations and, additionally, results in the anticipated physiological
d on the same absolute concentration scale to enable comparison of
corres
results

n autofl
ed to
oresce
oncent
l inten
autofl

nt con
n scale
850 nm using a liquid crystal tunable filter �LCTF� system.
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he LCTF functions as a tunable bandpass filter by employ-
ng electronically controlled liquid crystal retardation wave-
lates arranged within a Lyot filter.25 Multispectral image
ubes were generated by capturing images as the transmission
and of the LCTF was stepped discretely through a predefined
mission spectral range. Exposure times of 1 s per step, 1

1 camera binning, lens f /# of 2.8, stage height 1, illumina-
ion arm height 1, and a full ROI were used for all image
cquisitions.

Spectral unmixing, or the mathematical separation of lin-
arly summed fluorescence emissions into distinct component
mages,20,26 was performed using the system software’s un-

ixing function, resulting in spectral component maps of
omponent concentration at each time point.21,27,28 Determina-
ion of unknown spectra from different fluorescent sources
as performed by taking advantage of the fact that mixed

pectra combine linearly and are imaged as such. In an ex-
eriment employing N defined component spectra, a priori
nowledge of the spectral shapes of N−1 of the components
nables calculation of the unknown spectra from the detected
pectral curves. The measured spectral intensity at an arbitrary
ixel in an experiment employing two component spectra, one
f which is known previously, is given by

I��� = K��� + U��� , �1�

here I��� is the measured intensity, K��� is the known spec-
rum, and U��� is the unknown spectrum.21,29 Subtraction of
��� from I��� provides the shape of U���. This is the
ethod most often used to determine the in vivo spectra of

ommon exogenous fluorophores: autofluorescence is mea-
ured from an unlabeled control animal, and a mixed fluores-
ence spectrum consisting of autofluorescence and fluores-
ence from the fluorophore is measured from a labeled
nimal. The exogenous fluorophore’s in vivo spectrum is then
alculated via similar spectral subtraction to Eq. �1�. Once the
omponent spectra shapes are identified, spectral unmixing
roceeds on a pixel-by-pixel basis

I�x,y,�� = C1K��� + C2U��� , �2�

here I�x ,y ,�� is the measured intensity at wavelength � at
ixel x ,y ; Ci is a linear weighting coefficient; and K��� and
��� are the previously determined spectra. An inverse least-

quares fit is performed to determine the weighting coeffi-
ients, Ci. Common unmixing algorithms force the Ci’s to
um to unity due to physiological considerations and to enable
omparison between spectral component images.21,27 Once the

i’s are determined, quantitative determination of each fluo-
ophore at every pixel of an acquired multispectral image is
hen possible.

Longitudinal tracking of spectral component concentration
as accomplished using an elliptical measurement ROI. One
OI was used for each spectral component and its shape and

ize was chosen to best accommodate the average spatial dis-
ributions of the spectral component concentrations during the
aseline phase. Chlorophyll fluorescence measurement ROIs
ere placed over the gut where the highest chlorophyll fluo-

escence concentration was detected. Skin autofluorescence

easurement ROIs were placed over the depilated region

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-
above the gut away from the high chlorophyll concentration
present there �spectral component images, Figs. 4–6�.

2.4 Data Analysis Methods
Total spectral component concentration within a ROI across
individual strains was averaged at each time point. The base-
line value for each spectral component was taken as the mean
of all baseline measurements. All subsequent time points were
normalized to the baseline value, with the standard error of
the mean �SEM� taken as the error. Normalized time courses
tracking concentration changes in each spectral component
were generated from these values and are shown in Figs. 4–6
with the SEM as the error bars.

3 Results
The first result required when performing an in vivo multi-
spectral imaging study, longitudinal or otherwise, is the devel-
opment of a library of component spectra produced by the
chosen spectral definition technique. Figure 3 shows skin au-
tofluorescence and chlorophyll fluorescence spectra resulting
from the three spectral definition techniques investigated
herein. All spectra have been normalized to their respective
maximum values to better illustrate wavelength-dependent be-
havior on the same plot. Additionally, Fig. 3 shows examples
of unmixed spectral component images from a baseline day.

The first comparison spectral definition technique, with
skin autofluorescence sampled from the tail and chlorophyll
fluorescence sampled from the gut on a baseline day �Fig.
2�a��, results in component spectra exhibiting moderately
close wavelength-dependent behavior, with both spectra peak-
ing within an approximately 10 nm band and poor spectral
separation about the common peak �Fig. 3�a��. This subopti-
mal result is due to the sampling method employed by tech-
nique 1. By sampling on a baseline day, both of the compo-
nent spectra were present in varying concentrations across the
surface of the animal. Skin autofluorescence was more intense
than chlorophyll fluorescence in the tail while the opposite
was true over the gut. The two sampled spectra derived from
these regions should show approximately the same behavior
because they are different linear mixings of the two defined
component spectra. Technique 1 produces unmixed skin au-
tofluorescence component images with large regions of zero
concentration, spatially localized within regions of high chlo-
rophyll fluorescence concentration in the gut. Chlorophyll
fluorescence is found strongly localized to the gut with some
of the underlying digestive structure visible.

The second comparison spectral definition technique
sampled skin autofluorescence from a depilated chest region,
mixed fluorescence from the gut on a baseline day, and cal-
culated chlorophyll fluorescence from the sampled spectra
�Fig. 2�b��. Technique 2 results in a highly unusual chloro-
phyll fluorescence spectrum: a peak confined to an approxi-
mately 50 nm band, with a slightly broader skin autofluores-
cence spectrum than the one produced by the first spectral
definition technique �Fig. 3�b��. The skin autofluorescence
component image in Fig. 3�b� shows localized regions of high
concentration around the gut with most of the same underly-
ing digestive structure seen in Fig. 3�a�’s chlorophyll compo-
nent image readily visible. The chlorophyll component image

shows strong localization to the gut but not the expected con-

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�5
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ig. 4 Technique 1 results. Chlorophyll fluorescence and skin autofluorescence sampled on a baseline day without performing a pure spectral
alculation to determine pure component spectra results in implausible spectral component behavior. On baseline and return days, the skin
utofluorescence component images display large regions of near-zero skin autofluorescence concentration, spatially localized within regions of
igh chlorophyll fluorescence concentration in the underlying digestive tissue. Skin autofluorescence concentration is expected to be spatially
niform across the skin because it is caused by fluorophores endogenous to mouse skin, not chlorophyll and its fluorescent derivatives. Chlorophyll
uorescence component images are seen to follow the expected time course, but only around the gut region; usually small amounts of chlorophyll
uorescence are detectable on the snout and paws due to adherent chlorophyll fluorophores remaining in the animal cages during the no-glow
hase in the form of small food particles, urine, and feces. Images have been scaled on the same absolute concentration scale to enable comparison
f relative spatial distributions.
ournal of Biomedical Optics September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�051601-6
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ig. 5 Technique 2 results. Chlorophyll fluorescence calculated from mixed fluorescence and skin autofluorescence sampled on a baseline day
esults in implausible spectral component behavior. Both spectral components show dramatic concentration changes over the course of the study
ith the average skin autofluorescence signal more intense than chlorophyll fluorescence in an approximately 10:1 ratio throughout. In addition,

kin autofluorescence concentration is not expected to change dramatically because it is caused by fluorophores endogenous to mouse skin, not
hlorophyll and its fluorescent derivatives. Images have been scaled on the same absolute concentration scale to enable comparison of relative
patial distributions.
ournal of Biomedical Optics September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�051601-7
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entration relative to the skin autofluorescence component.
echnique 2 results in an approximately 10:1 skin autofluo-
escence to chlorophyll fluorescence ratio over the gut; nor-
ally this ratio is inverted due to chlorophyll’s stronger fluo-

escence signal.14

The standard, robust spectral definition technique, with
kin autofluorescence sampled from a depilated chest region
n the last day of the no-glow phase, mixed fluorescence
ampled from the gut on a baseline day, and chlorophyll fluo-
escence calculated from the sampled spectra �Fig. 2�c�� re-
ults in the most pronounced spectral separation between the
wo component spectra achieved in this study �Fig. 3�c��. It
an be seen from the spectra in Fig. 3�c� that the skin
utofluorescence spectrum is much broader about the com-
on peak, indicating it is composed of a broad range of fluo-

ophores such as those found in murine skin. Unmixing using
he robust technique shows skin autofluorescence distributed
hroughout the depilated regions of the skin with a slight in-
rease in intensity about the gut region. Chlorophyll fluores-
ence is seen localized to the gut region with a high degree of
patial separation between the gut and the surrounding depil-
ted skin. During the no-glow phase of the study, weak chlo-
ophyll fluorescence that is normally masked by the higher
ignal emitted from the gut is visible on the snout and paws,
n the bladder, and on the base of the tail, regions that do not
how chlorophyll fluorescence in the other spectral definition
echniques �component images, Figs. 4–6�.

Once the component spectra are defined, the next step is to
nmix each of the raw multispectral image cubes using the
ame spectral library and then quantify the changes in spectral
omponent concentration over time. The time-dependent be-
avior of the skin autofluorescence concentrations resulting
rom the three spectral definition techniques reveals striking
ifferences �blue line, time course plots, Figs. 4–6�. Skin au-
ofluorescence is presumed to remain constant within normal
xperimental variation throughout the study. Comparison
echniques 1 and 2 produce time courses with approximately
0% drops in skin autofluorescence concentration during the
o-glow phase of the study. These large declines in signal are
ikely due to the fact that the skin autofluorescence spectra
tilized for each technique are actually mixtures of skin au-
ofluorescence and chlorophyll fluorescence, that is, they are
mixed” spectra composed of skin autofluorescence plus
ome contribution from chlorophyll fluorescence, not the pure
pectra required for effective multispectral imaging studies.
he robust spectral definition technique resulted in the most
table of the three skin autofluorescence time courses �Fig. 6�.
owever, it does show a slight drop temporally coupled with

he removal of chlorophyll from the diet, again indicating
mpure spectral definition of the component spectra.

Chlorophyll fluorescence is presumed to remain stable
ithin normal food consumption variability on baseline days

nd decrease to a stable, near-zero concentration while in the
o-glow phase. The rate of concentration decay is propor-
ional to the rate of food consumption and passage of food
hrough the digestive system. In the return phase, the concen-
ration should return to approximately the baseline level.
cross all three techniques, chlorophyll fluorescence concen-

ration is seen to decrease to near zero while in the no-glow
hase, as expected. However, the techniques differ in the con-

istency of their baseline values and how closely they ap-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-
proach zero concentration while in the no-glow phase �green
line, time course plots, Figs. 4–6�. Comparison techniques 1
and 2 produce largely varying baseline values, but the return
phase does not perform as expected when utilizing the robust
technique. Additionally, comparison techniques 1 and 2 show
concentrations that approach within 0.04% of zero at their
closest approach while in the no-glow phase. The robust tech-
nique approaches within 0.8% of zero in the same phase.

4 Discussion
The technical challenge presented to robust spectral definition
by the autofluorescence-reduction study included determining
the best spatiotemporal location from which to sample each
spectral component. If one assumes that chlorophyll fluores-
cence only localizes to the digestive system, it should be
simple to spectrally define skin autofluorescence. This as-
sumption requires that the fluorophores underlying chloro-
phyll fluorescence are broken down by the digestive process
and no longer emit the same fluorescence spectrum when cir-
culated throughout the body. Under this assumption, skin au-
tofluorescence should be sampled on a baseline day and mea-
sured in a depilated region of the animal away from the gut
�i.e. the chest region or the large leg muscles�. A chlorophyll
fluorescence spectrum could then be calculated from the
mixed fluorescence sampled from the gut. However, the
autofluorescence-reduction study confirmed our initial as-
sumption that chlorophyll fluorescence does not spatially lo-
calize to the digestive system, but causes a whole-body effect
due to the circulation of digested chlorophyll fluorophores.23

For this reason, it is necessary for robust spectral definition to
sample skin autofluorescence spectra from the final time point
of the No-glow-phase because this is when the chlorophyll
fluorescence concentration in the skin is at its minimum.

Spectral definition technique 1, however, did not obtain
component spectra using a pure spectral calculation with
sampled spectra. The component spectra resulting from tech-
nique 1 were different linear mixings of the two defined com-
ponent spectra. By sampling chlorophyll fluorescence over the
gut, its defined spectrum was more strongly represented in the
sampled spectrum than the weaker skin autofluorescence
spectrum. The inverse was true for skin autofluorescence mea-
sured away from the higher concentration of chlorophyll fluo-
rescence in the gut. Technique 1’s skin autofluorescence com-
ponent images show large regions of zero concentration
spatially localized within regions of high chlorophyll concen-
trations in the gut �Figs. 3�a� and 4�. Because the chlorophyll
fluorescence spectrum was measured directly from the gut,
the spectral unmixing algorithm assigned nearly 100% of the
mixed fluorescence signal present there to the chlorophyll
component. In the no-glow phase of the study, no chlorophyll
fluorescence signal is detected in any region of the animal,
contradicting the observation that chlorophyll containing
compounds are visible on the surface of the animal mostly
due to circulation and adherent chlorophyll fluorophores re-
maining in the animal cages. Interestingly, the regions of the
animal away from the gut in the skin autofluorescence com-
ponent images approximately show the spatiotemporal behav-
ior expected of them. In the no-glow phase of the study, there
is a slight degree of skin autofluorescence spatial localization

to the gut and bladder with an approximately uniform concen-
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ig. 6 Technique 3 results. Mixed fluorescence sampled from the gut on a baseline day, skin autofluorescence sampled from the upper abdominal
egion on the last time point of the chlorophyll-free diet, and chlorophyll fluorescence calculated from the sampled spectra produces the most
obust spectral definition and physiologically plausible results obtained by the three investigated spectral definition techniques. Both spectral
omponent images exhibit most of the expected spatiotemporal behavior of them, with skin autofluorescence displaying a slight increase in
oncentration in the gut during the baseline and return phases of the study. Although the skin autofluorescence time course does display a slight
ip temporally coupled to the removal of chlorophyll from the diet, it displays the least dramatic drop of the three spectral definition techniques.
his is likely due to imperfect spectral separation of the two defined spectra. The chlorophyll fluorescence time course and spectral component
mages follow the predicted temporal behavior with a slight underperformance seen in the time course during the return phase of the study.
dditionally, relatively weak concentrations of chlorophyll fluorescence localized to the snout and paws, in the bladder, and on the base of the tail
re clearly visible in the day 7 component image when not masked by the high concentrations at the beginning and end of the study. Spectral
efinition techniques 1 and 2 fail to show chlorophyll fluorescence in these locations at any point in the study. Images have been scaled on the

ame absolute concentration scale to enable comparison of relative spatial distributions.
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ration elsewhere that is smaller in value than the other two
hases of the study. This result supports the conclusion that
he sampled spectra defined by technique 1 contained portions
f both defined spectra and produced physiologically implau-
ible results.

Spectral definition technique 2 utilized a tail spectrum for
kin autofluorescence and a calculated chlorophyll fluores-
ence spectrum �Fig. 2�b��. Because the autofluorescent com-
onents of the tail are different than the rest of the skin, it is
ot clear that this technique will be optimal. That these spec-
ra form a suboptimal spectral library is further supported by
he tight spatial localization of skin autofluorescence to the
ut and the inverted ratio of skin autofluorescence to chloro-
hyll fluorescence concentration in the gut as seen in Fig.
�b�, in addition to the large trough in the skin autofluores-
ence time course shown in Fig. 5. Additionally, by sampling
kin
utofluorescence from the tail, spectral definition techniques 1
nd 2 have introduced two additional routes for poor spectral
efinition to occur: residual chlorophyll fluorescence on the
ail from adherent fluorophores and the different autofluores-
ent component composition of the tail.

Following the confirmation that chlorophyll fluorescence is
whole-body effect that needs to be reduced below detectable

evels for effective spectral definition of skin autofluores-
ence, one is driven to the robust spectral definition technique
nd sampling skin autofluorescence from regions of an ani-
al’s body away from the gut on the last day of the no-glow

hase of the study �spectral definition technique 3�. If chloro-
hyll fluorophores were present at this time point, they would
e in their lowest concentration, enabling the most robust
efinition of skin autofluorescence possible within the con-
nes of the autofluorescence-reduction study design. After ro-
ust definition of skin autofluorescence, chlorophyll fluores-
ence can be calculated from mixed fluorescence sampled on
baseline day and the no-glow skin autofluorescence spec-

rum. It is possible that the skin autofluorescence spectrum
hanges in shape and intensity as a result of removal of chlo-
ophyll from the diet, thus negatively affecting the value of
he unmixed skin autofluorescence concentration and subse-
uent component images. A future study employing better
ontrols for chlorophyll fluorescence could assess these
ypotheses.

Comparison of the time courses shown in Figs. 4–6 shows
he expected result that robust spectral definition produces
ime courses most closely approximating the expected spec-
ral component temporal behavior. Additionally, inspection of
he results from the unmixed spectral component images
hown in Fig. 6 reveals none of the implausible physiological
haracteristics associated with spectral definition techniques 1
nd 2. However, the robust spectral definition technique’s skin
utofluorescence time course does drop in conjunction with
emoval of chlorophyll from the diet and its component im-
ges do show a greater concentration of skin autofluorescence
bout the gut with some of the underlying digestive structure
isible in the baseline and return images. This spatial distri-
ution is likely due to the poor spectral separation about the
omponents’ common peak due to imperfect spectral defini-
ion, possibly resulting from the autofluorescence-reduction
tudy’s lack of an adequate control for chlorophyll fluores-

ence �Fig. 3�c��.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 051601-1
Also of interest in Fig. 6 is that in its day 7 unmixed
component image chlorophyll fluorescence is visible in small
concentrations on the snout and paws, in the bladder, and on
the base of the tail, regions where chlorophyll fluorescence is
not visible in the unmixed component images of the other two
spectral definition techniques �Figs. 4 and 5�. Small fragments
of standard chow should be found on the surface of the animal
body in regions such as the snout and paws, in the bladder,
and on the base of the tail. These fragments originated from
adherent fluorescent food particles, urine, and feces that re-
mained in the animal cages because our animal facility oper-
ates on a 14-day cycle, overlapping the no-glow phase of the
study. The ability to detect these weak signals with the robust
spectral definition technique, and not the comparison tech-
niques, is further evidence of its robustness.

5 Conclusion
We have shown that the effective use of in vivo multispectral
imaging techniques requires comprehensive physiological un-
derstanding of the defined component spectra. On their own,
the algorithms employed by multispectral imaging techniques
do not provide the ability to accurately define relevant and
robust spectra. A certain amount of a priori knowledge
of fluorophore spatial distribution in vivo is required for
physiologically appropriate use of multispectral imaging
techniques.
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